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Word ProblemsWord Problems

1 ) Tom has saved forty-five quarters from washing cars. 

How many cents does Tom have ? _____________

2 ) There are forty-four children in the classroom, each student will get twenty-three pencils

and forty-five erasers. How many pencils will the teacher have to give out ? _____________

3 ) There are 48 calories in a candy bar. How many

calories are there in 37 candy bars ? _____________

4 ) Fred has three dozen golf balls.

How many golf balls does he have ? _____________

5 ) Tom bought eight dozen eggs from the grocery store to bake some cakes. 

He plans to bake the cakes over seven days. How many eggs did Tom buy ? _____________

6 ) Melanie earns $12.50 an hour cleaning houses, but doesn't work on Saturday or Sunday.

If she works from 8:00am to 5:00pm, how much money will she make ? _____________

7 ) Tim has 14 black balloons. Melanie has 8 times more black balloons than Tim.

How many black balloons does Melanie have ? _____________

8 ) There were a total of 3 hockey games a month. The season is played for 

4 months. How many hockey games are in the seasons ? _____________

9 ) Mary, Melanie, Tim, and Sara each have 30 baseball cards. Melanie

has 24 Pokemon cards. How many baseball cards do they have in all ? _____________

10 ) Sandy has ten books and she has read seven of them. Sally has 

eight times more books than Sandy. How many books does Sally have ? _____________
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1 ) Tom has saved forty-five quarters from washing cars. 

How many cents does Tom have ? 1125 cents_____________

2 ) There are forty-four children in the classroom, each student will get twenty-three pencils

and forty-five erasers. How many pencils will the teacher have to give out ? 1012 pencils_____________

3 ) There are 48 calories in a candy bar. How many

calories are there in 37 candy bars ? 1776 calories_____________

4 ) Fred has three dozen golf balls.

How many golf balls does he have ? 36 golf balls_____________

5 ) Tom bought eight dozen eggs from the grocery store to bake some cakes. 

He plans to bake the cakes over seven days. How many eggs did Tom buy ? 96 eggs_____________

6 ) Melanie earns $12.50 an hour cleaning houses, but doesn't work on Saturday or Sunday.

If she works from 8:00am to 5:00pm, how much money will she make ? $112.50 dollars_____________

7 ) Tim has 14 black balloons. Melanie has 8 times more black balloons than Tim.

How many black balloons does Melanie have ? 112 black balloons_____________

8 ) There were a total of 3 hockey games a month. The season is played for 

4 months. How many hockey games are in the seasons ? 12 games_____________

9 ) Mary, Melanie, Tim, and Sara each have 30 baseball cards. Melanie

has 24 Pokemon cards. How many baseball cards do they have in all ? 120 baseball cards_____________

10 ) Sandy has ten books and she has read seven of them. Sally has 

eight times more books than Sandy. How many books does Sally have ? 80 books_____________


